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Two projects. 

"STEKLO/VATA" from "SPRIVETOM" 

 

Today new exhibition of "SPRIVETOM" art-group is open (SPRIVETOM means «nut» or 

mental disease).  This exhibition's name is "STEKLO/VATA". Generally, "steklo vata" means "glass 

cotton" that is heat-insulation material which affects human body negatively. This material's sharp 

and thin particles intrude in skin easily and cause irritation. Breathing into lungs may lead to the 

chronicle disease. These particles is eyes are very dangerous. Although this exhibition is not 

dedicated to this fine material nevertheless contemporary art exhibitions irritate conservatives almost 

medically from time to time. 

This exhibition is named so that art primary materials are glass and wool which associate each 

other oppositely (hard-soft, dangerous-safe, fragile glass and unbroken vata). Gallery's two rooms are 

positioned as functions of these two materials.  

Cotton room represents comfortable softness but cotton adheres to the clothes, enshrouds the 

bodies and envelopes the rooms everywhere and every time. Nevertheless, we know almost medical 

states of health like as "cotton head" feels aches and vertigo, "cotton feets" are puffy to walk, "cotton 

fingers" have no sensitivity. Teenager's slang "vata" means absurd and false. In contemporary mass-

media "vata" and "vatnik" (Russian cotton jacket) mean Russian nationalistic patriot who is 

manipulated Russian propaganda totally.  

Although this fine material is very useful nevertheless "vata" figurative meaning is very 

negative since it associates with lost reality and everlasting discomfort.  

First room demonstrates this meaning like as female mannequin fashionable dressed with 

mobile phone but her head is covered with thick cotton totally or cotton hammock with TV set which 

translates cotton news endlessly. Very curious is a copy of Venus of Melos. This goddess of love has 

an apron full of "white gold". It is postmodern concept to intersect classical images and contemporary 

interpretations ironically. Alse we see Uzbekistan interpretation. Authors drop down goddess of love 

from the Olympic heavens to the Uzbekistan earth where even gods must harvest the cotton task. 

Other idea is woman for slave labour.  

All exhibition is accompanied with the white noise of the old untuned TV sets. This noise was 

called "vata" too.  

Second room's floor is covered with the broken glass which flicker like diamonds but these 

diamonds conceal dangers and fears. Broken glass is ready to hurt always. Between these diamonds 

we see elegant installations of wineglasses, bottles, caraves and other glassware which are full of the 

broken glass. We like pose ourselves for pictures, keep our wineglasses ceremonially to enjoy the 

beverages gracefully. But not here! Even idea that a little particle of the broken glass in your 
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wineglass is terrible. This installation calls aversion and abruption which refer to 1936 work "Furry 

tea set" of Meret Oppenheim. Nevertheless, you cannot refuse beautiful appearance and light waves 

of the glass surfaces. 

"We would like that visitor felt duality of the reality, combinations of things and images as you 

feel opposite emotions which imbalance the serenity of your mind … Somebody thinks that our 

priority is to call aversion and abruption. Somebody thinks wrong. Our priority is to call various 

emotions. You know, it is as you watch a thriller or as you dream nightmare. This way is to discharge 

negative emotions since subconsciousness and instincts help us to face the problems and to improve 

our psychological states. We provide our visitors with the safe way to discharge negative emotions. 

Express yourself freely. You may even curse on our exhibition!" (SPRIVETOM member).  

"We have put in things you see quite definite notions but art is unique itself so that each visitor 

understand it personally! For you vata is only cotton and steklo is just glass. Leave it! Walk around 

these things and take a funny pictures. That's all! You think that "cotton" from TV is official 

propaganda? Why not?! Or is it white noise of the old untuned TV set (we have this set here). Broken 

glass for you is diamond forever or they are like tears? Do you remember Yurii Albert, Moscow 

conceptualist. There were his words on his canvas "As for your opinion concerning my painting you 

are right absolutely". We have same opinions concerning our works too!" 

 

Speaking about broken glass you would remember this glass' aura. Do you remember a 

criminal incident in this August. In nighttime criminal using traumatic pistol broke several windows 

in gallery. Criminal disappeared. Cameras pictured him but he was not found and criminal motives 

remained unknown. Aggression, spite, hate, envy, anger …What triggers a man who makes same 

actions? Whether he is employed only then a primary motivator is moneys and his employer likes to 

pay for this pleasure? These questions and motives which trigger people to do so are subjects for 

artists. Coming into gallery soon after this criminal incident and looking at broken glass together with 

dust and bullets on the floor the visitors begin to think about these questions and motives. Months 

later this situation started "STEKLO/VATA" project.  

 

Notable that this project's concept opened "SPRIVETOM" group that is new cultural event for 

Uzbek art space. This group's distinctive feature is  that members wish to be unkown. Nowadays 

«SPRIVETOM» has three members of different ages and educations include artistic education. 

Vyacheslav Ahunov, gallery curator and his assistants helped this group but note that 

"STEKLO/VATA" project is "SPRIVETOM" initiative only which gallery helped sincerely. This is 

unique experiment and self-examination. Each member makes best contribution in their project, 
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generates and embodies personal ideas but on their behalf they remain unkown in favour of the 

mutual project. This pure art is for art itself.  

This situation originates ambiguity. From one side all dissatisfactions and full criticism against 

these art projects do not affect their authors who may afford challenging behavior but other side does 

not let them enjoy admiration, positive public realtions and advertising benefits.  

Anonymity came from ancient theatre. Theatre was supreme cultural life in ancient Greece and 

artistic competition was very cruel. After a comedy was seen jury of the ordibary citizens judged the 

comedy. Negative opinions could destroy this comedy's author. Frequently, names of the authors 

were fake people. Sometimes real man was other author. If a piece failed fake person was blamed. 

So, author could feel the environment if he did not trust this piece's fate. 

There was situation in Hollywood of 20 century. Alan Smithee, Director was awarded in all 

existing genres and blamed by most critics but he was ordered to make new movies from Hollywood 

companies. Alan Smithee was group pseudonym from Directors Guild of America (DGA). His name 

is in titles of the movie which have been changed so many times that it is not producer's opinion. 

Guild permitted to use this name as undercover for directors who do not reveal their genuine names 

anyway. This is one of Hollywood famous fakes which viewers trusted many years. 

As for the figurative arts until Renaissance no artist's name existed. Middle Ages Art was 

religious. Its place was in churches like fresco paintings, icons, mosaics. Artist was only God's tool. 

Only as Renaissance brought humanistic ideals and approved personality absolutely the artist began 

to sign personal works.   

Several centuries artist's personality was important but today in postindustrial world the artist 

desiring glory and wealth must have interdepartmental education. Most wanted fields where today 

artist can survive are cinematography and computer technologies. But these fields are group business 

of the many contributors. Only one contributor cannot all glory and wealth completely. If we discuss 

about most contemporary artists like painters, graphic designers, sculptors, video specialists, authors 

of installations and land arts there are many talented and even may be genius amonth these authors. 

But if we discuss about world's glory and brilliant wealth these authors are known only in high 

society. Today there are not artists like Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael Santi, Michelangelo Buonarroti, 

Van Gogh, Kazimierz Malewicz, Salvador Dali. Probably, Salvador Dali was last of these authors but 

he was not only painter but showman and self-promotion guru who declared himself in all arts, 

design, cinematography and advertising. He turned his personal life in art event. We should recognize 

that an artist has to limit personal ambitions, try to become professional specialist and make art 

business to express personal opinions. 
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Presently, vivd example of the popular artist is Banksy. His protests affect significant social 

and political matters. His ingenious images are aesthetic pleasures for towns where Banksy was. 

Banksy as teenager's idol keeps his secrecy since 1990s. 

In 2012 Marat Gelman, art dealer and curator opened in Perm Museum of Modern Art PERM 

"Anonymous" exhibition. He said about aspirations of the contemporary artists to keepr their genuine 

names in secrecy: "Most works of the contemporary arts are anonymous. Artist intends conceal his 

face. This is either a protest against art market which trades brands or fear to be punished for 

infringement like wall paintings in the nighttimes. Contemporary arts are either portraits of the 

unknown people or works of the unknown artists. Simplification is continuous process. Instead of the 

faces we see smileys and other symbols. This is global phenomena which erases personality and 

turned people into herd". 

So, "SPRIVETOM" authors makes unique experiment against artistic ego. 

 

"SPRIVETOM" intends on follow-up projects  and is ready to reshuffle group for new works 

for new expositions. Sole conditions for participants of these expositions are to keep their names in 

secrecy in projects. Sole mediator which is responsible for connections with this group and secrecy of 

its members becomes ZEROLINE gallery. We are glad to be this mediator and hope that our gallery 

will be successful promoter for artistic future of this group.   

 

Victoriya Erofeyeva 

01 December 2017. 

 

 

 


